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Congratulations to all Graduates! 

Thank you to all Stakeholders, guests and friends for your support!
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WWelcome to the 
October – December 
2014 issue of the 

IUM Voice. In this edition, 
we will focus more on the 
University’s brief historical 
background and how our 
graduates have contributed 
to our nation’s economy. 
The International University 
of Management (IUM) is 
Namibia’s first and only 
private University accredited 
by the Namibia Qualification 
Authority (NQA). The 
University grew from the 
Institute of Higher Education 
which was founded in 1993. 
It was officially launched as 
the first private University 
in Namibia on 26 April 
2002 and has now been in 
existence as a University 
for over 12 years. The new 
hi-tech campus at Dorado 
Park in Windhoek was 
inaugurated on 26 April 2011.
The University is growing fast 
and in 2014 has a student 
population of around 9000 
across five campuses in 

Windhoek, Ongwediva, 
Walvisbay and Swakopmund. 
Our students hail from across 
Namibia and 11 other African 
countries. Since its inception, 
the University has gained 
recognition as a Centre for 
Excellence in the teaching of 
Management Science and 
ICT disciplines at all levels.
Vision:  To encourage and 
develop an African cadre 
of men and women who 
can operate at international 
standards in business.
Mission:  To establish a 
higher seat of learning in 
Namibia and train innovative 
specialists for the public and 
private sectors for Namibia 
and other countries in the 
world and to train dedicated 
knowledge-workers who will 
provide leadership at national 
and international level.
After reading, please send 
your comments and feedback 
to the address below.

Violet Ntwala Simataa
ium@ium.edu.na
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The International University of 
Management held its 10th Graduation 
Ceremony on 26 September 2014 at 

the Safari Hotel.
The event was officiated by the Right 

Honourable Prime Minister of the Republic 
of Namibia, Hon. Dr. Hage Geingob. It was 
attended by Ministers, Deputy Minsters, 
Regional and local governors, Permanent 
Secretaries and all governmental and non-
governmental officials.

1, 120 students from different Higher 
Diploma, Bachelor Honours, and Master’s 
degree programmes graduated.

In his keynote speech, the Right 
Honourable Prime Minister Dr. Hage 
Geingob applauded the founder of IUM 
for a goal well accomplished. He also 
congratulated the graduates and urged 
them to use the knowledge obtained for the 
economic development of Namibia in order 
to enhance its becoming a knowledge-
based economy.

The Prime Minster said “I remember 
the first IUM graduation that was held in 
a house, but even then, I was already 
impressed because a few students actually 
graduated. Today, I look at all these 

people, and I see success and prosperity 
but most of all, I see hard work paying off. 
I, especially, have seen IUM grow from 
scratch. Today, you and I can only say 
‘thank you’ for the enormous contribution to 
the education sector of this country.”

IUM, a private university, has grown 
tremendously and today caters for over 
8500 students from 12 different countries. 
The substantial increase in the student 
population was because IUM offered 
courses based on its specialization in 
Management Science and Information 
Communication Technology (ICT). 
Additionally, IUM was committed to 
implementing the National Human 
Resource Plan (2012-2025) of government. 
Implementation of this plan reduces the 
current mismatch in the labour markets as 
IUM produces students with skills required 
by industry and commerce.

In her speech, the Vice-Chancellor, 
Mrs. Namwandi, stated that the year 2014 
marked 20 years of the history of IUM. The 
history of the university set into motion a 
forward march that could be seen on that 
day. The history was important because it 
showed how the university started, moved 

steadily, systematically and constructively 
in spite of challenges. According to the 
Vice-Chancellor, it was good to note that the 
history of IUM was not written in pencil, but 
in crayon.

She further gave an overview of all the 
IUM achievements and developments thus 
far.  She mentioned the parallel growth 
in infrastructure, introduction of new and 
relevant courses and partnerships made 
with other institutions, and the introduction 
of new departments.

Namwandi further urged the graduates by 
saying “Many of you are a living testimony 
that it does not matter how many storms 
you encounter, perseverance is key. Many 
of you may have fought many battles 
through your educational journey and have 
won. 

“Your presence here today is testament 
to the truth of the words of ‘Confucious’ that 
“our greatest glory is not in ever failing, but 
in rising every time we fall.”

She added, “IUM will continue to provide 
quality teaching and learning, research and 
community engagement. IUM’s academic 
and administrative staff are committed to 
this.”

IUM Celebrates 10th 
Graduation Ceremony
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IUM holds a Special 
Ceremony for NTA 
Graduands

On 25 September 2014, at the Roman 
Catholic Church Hall, the International 
University of Management’s Faculty 

of Travel, Tourism, Hospitality, and Events 
Management held a Special Ceremony for the 
graduation of Tourism and Hospitality trainees 
who completed an 18-month professional course 
with IUM. 

200 graduands obtained Certificates in 
Travel, Tourism and Hospitality awarded by IUM 
in partnership with the Millenium Challenge 
Account-Namibia and Namibia Training Authority 
(NTA).

Three hundred (300) students from all 
over Namibia registered for the NTA training 
programme; 250 from Windhoek and 50 from 
Swakopmund.

The training was done in collaboration with 
the Namibia Training Authority and the tourism 
and hospitality industry and was funded by the 
Millennium Challenge Account-Namibia. The 
training intended to upgrade the skills of the 
persons who worked in the tourism and hospitality 
sector and prospective tourism employees from 
the marginalised groups of Namibia in order to 
improve service delivery in this industry. 

In her keynote speech, on behalf of the Chief 
Executive Officer of the Millennium Challenge 
Account-Namibia, Ms. Lizelle van Wyk, 
applauded the graduates on the completion of the 
training. She further thanked the team of lecturers 
that delivered quality service throughout the 
training.

She said “a fair and transparent process was 
used to select students all over the country. 
The aim was to invest in education, tourism and 
agriculture, construction of lodges, etc. We will 
continue to do so.”

Prof. Earle Taylor, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
of IUM who also addressed the graduates on 
behalf of the Vice Chancellor, said, “you have 
to continue your knowledge from here in the 
tourism industry. You as graduates should lead 
and inspire development. I urge you to let your 
knowledge be used to enrich and empower others 
in the same industry.”

Prof. Taylor further thanked NTA and MCA-
Namibia for a partnership with IUM and, 
especially, for funding the training programme. 
He said “investing in education should never be a 
choice, but a must.”

The event was attended by representatives 
from NTA, MCA-Namibia, and the Executive 
Committee members and staff members of IUM. 
All three institutions had nothing but positive 
comments and great anticipation for the future. 

The ceremony was further attended by 
representatives from the tourism industry. At 
this occasion, Roof of Africa lodge also awarded 
certificates to those graduates who completed 
their internship programmes at their lodge.
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Recalling the 2014 IUM Orientation in 
February of this year, I can hardly 
believe that it is time to conclude the 

year.  It just emphasizes the fact that ‘ time  
and the tide waits for nobody’.

It also impresses on us the necessity 
of using every minute that we have 
constructively, whether it is for work, 
studies, family matters, socializing or 
just having healthy fun. For me, it means 
starting every day as if it is the first day of 
the rest of my life, so I need to get the most 
into and out of it.

Of course it depends on what we get into 
every day and out of it. This brings us back 
to the reality of having to make choices 
every day. The choices that we make will 
determine the direction our lives will take. 
It will also imply prioritizing our “To Do” list. 
Where are you now on your list?

 For different people, there are different 
priorities. Some of you are fortunate enough 
that the only thing that you have to focus on 

now is preparing for the final examination 
and giving a good account of yourselves. 
Those who fall in this category should 
be conscious of how fortunate you are 
and do justice by doing the best that you 
can. Some of you have to prepare for the 
examination while having other concerns, 
such as where the outstanding balance on 
the tuition account will come from, or even 
where  enough taxi fare will be got from or 
how to cope with the serious business of 
studying while fighting with other demons 
that plague us in the world that we live in 
such as depression, substance abuse, 
difficult relationships, circumstances at 
home, and so many more.

My message to you is: There is no 
problem too huge to overcome. Solutions 
can be found. They may not always be 
exactly what we want or what we think 
we need, but they are there. How do we 
find these solutions? Very often we sit in 
our corner and hope for things to happen. 

Remember that life is not about waiting and 
drowning in disappointment and disillusion 
if our problems do not get solved by 
themselves. No person is an island and God 
has made us part of a family, a community, 
a society, an institution. In these structures 
there are support systems that can help 
us not only by keeping us afloat, but by 
elevating us above our circumstances, our 
state of mind, and our hopelessness.

However, this does not happen by 
itself. We have to do our part. Share your 
concerns with somebody; look at options 
out of the situation; get up out of the dust 
and ashes of the body or the mind. Change 
your situation for the better with the help of 
family, friends, teachers, church, but above 
all, God.

So then, all of you: Go into the 
examinations and into your future with 
resolve, with courage and determination, 
with hard work and with best wishes from 
me.

Message from the 
Office of the Dean 

of Students

Global Hub for Management Science and Information Technology
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We train and educate IUM students 
to be future leaders or to make 
assessment of kinds of  leaders 

they would choose to  be. While leadership 
or the role of leaders and the role of 
managers are not the same, it is essential 
to know the role of leadership. In short, it 
should be noted that leaders should lead, 
while managers should manage. In view of 
the above, first, leaders should lead. As a 
result, managers can manage their work. 
There are two types of leadership and the 
purpose of this  is to indicate the difference 
between the two types of leadership- 
namely Transformational Leadership and 
Transactional Leadership. 

In simple terms,a  transaction is a two- 
way process. In this sense, transactional 
leadership is an interaction that sounds 
like the form of “Do as I say and you will be 
rewarded” and “Meet this quota or you will 
get fired”. 

In view of the above, Transactional 
Leadership occurs when one person takes 
the initiative in making contact with others 
for the purpose of an exchange of things 
that can be valued.  In Light of the above, 
it should be noted that  the Transactional 
Leadership styles are more concerned with 
maintaining the normal flow of operations in 
an organizations or “keeping the ship afloat”.  
In general terms, Transactional Leadership  

focuses on the role of supervision, 
organization,  group performance and for 
both rewards and punishments. 

In fact, the above does not mean that 
Transaction Leadership is not appropriate. 
It is a type of leadership. It is appropriate 
depending on the nature and extent of the  
business or organizational objectives. For  
example, Transformational leadership uses  
disciplinary power and an array of incentives 
to motivate employees to perform at their  
best. Transactional Leadership is very useful 
and appropriate. 

Reference has been made that 
Transactional Leadership may provide the 
foundation for Transformation Leadership 
which should be the wholesome of an 
organization or company. In this respect, 
a  Transformational Leader goes beyond 
managing day-to-day operations and 
formulates strategies for taking his 
company or work team to the next level 
of performance and success. In the  light 
of the above, a Transactional Leadership 
style focuses on  (a)  team spirit and team-
building, (b) motivation, (c) drive and (d)  
participation and contribution of  employees 
at different levels of an organization to 
accomplish change for better. 

Furthermore, Transactional Leaders 
set goals and incentives to push their 
subordinates to higher performance levels, 

while providing opportunities for the personal 
growth of each employee. In the light of 
the above, one proponent of  Transactional 
Leadership has concluded  that “The goal of 
Transformational Leadership is to transform 
people and organizations in a literal sense-
to change them in mind and heart; enlarge 
vision, insight, and understanding; clarity; 
process; make behaviour congruent with 
beliefs, principles, or values; and bring 
about changes that are permanent, self-
perpetuating, and momentum building”. 
The above vindicates the fact  that 
Transformational Leadership works with a 
Vision and Mission and  fits into the high 
levels, as it requires a high level of self-
esteem and self-actualization to successfully 
be an authentic Transformational Leader.   

In fact, there is leadership theory, which 
had evolved over time from leadership styles 
and has application to different contexs, be 
it business, medical, non-profit or charity, 
education, religious groups and even in the 
family level, to name a few. In fact,the  body 
of knowledge is fantastic for grounding in 
the subject and to get into the depth of its 
application. In view of the above, when we 
know the subject matter very well, we  will 
be able to participate and contribute to 
the  growth and expansion of organizations 
when we are employed. As a result, we can 
become successful managers and leaders.    

Transformational Leadership 
Vs 

Transactional Leadership
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The Right Hon. P.M. Dr. Hage Geingob addressing 
the 10th Congregation of IUMChancellor Bishop Episcopus Emeritus Dr. K. Dumeni 

addressing the 10th Congregation of IUM

2014 10th IUM Graduation
2014 10th IUM Graduation

Advocate Vicky ya Toivo Special Advisor to the Min-
ister of Labour and Welfare at the Cultural Festival 

official opening IUM Chancelor capping a Graduand
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As a way of embracing culture, on 1 
September 2014, students in their 
cultural attire gathered at Palm Tree 

Park to witness The International University 
of  Management’s 2014 Cultural Festival 
official opening. Cultural Festival is an 
annual event and this year it was celebrated 
under the theme “Embracing Modern 
Culture to Protect and Empower Women.” 

The aim of the theme was to bring more 
emphasis on the ongoing discussion of 
gender-based violence.  Besides, the 
students celebrated  their diversified 
cultures and they will also be campaigned 
against Gender Based Violence (GBV). It 
was a platform for uniting different cultures 
at the same time gearing towards fighting a 
common goal-GBV. Moreover, it recognized 

the societal changes influenced by modern 
culture.

The event was addressed by Advocate 
Vicky ya Toivo, Special Advisor to the 
Minister of Labour and Welfare who 
expressed the importance of the theme 
chosen. Ya Toivo emphasised  gender-
based violence which influenced the theme. 

“We have heard many outcries. It is 
time to intensify the work of empowering 
Namibian women. It is important to actively 
talk about this issue. Let us fight gender-
based violence,”  she said. 

In her keynote speech, the Vice-
Chancellor, Mrs Virginia Namwandi said, 
“one of the main objectives of celebrations 
like these are to re-examine our views of 
our culture as opposed to other cultures. 

Today’s platform shall afford us the 
opportunity to learn from other cultures 
and break away from the mentality that 
‘our culture is our right’.  Remember 
that our way in one society almost never 
corresponds to our way in any other 
society.”

She further discussed modern culture 
by saying often people justify wrongful 
actions and views by claiming that they 
are traditional practices. Also, goal posts 
are shifted, but as the world expands and 
changes, it means people also have to 
adapt on a continuous basis.

“However, despite that, we must still learn 
to accept good cultural practices from other 
cultures without neglecting our own good 
cultural values,” she said.

Embracing Modern Culture

Global Hub for Management Science and Information Technology

Zambezi Cultural Group at the IUM 2014  Cultural Festival
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“Education is the most powerful 
weapon which you can use to change 
the world.” 

― Nelson Mandela

“I did then what I knew how to do. Now 
that I know better, I do better.” 

― Maya Angelou

“Whatever the cost of our libraries, the 
price is cheap compared to that of an 
ignorant nation.” 

― Walter Cronkite

“Intelligence plus character-that is the 
goal of true education.” 

― Martin Luther King Jr.

“Aim for success, not perfection. Never 
give up your right to be wrong, because 
then you will lose the ability to learn new 
things and move forward with your life. 
Remember that fear always lurks behind 
perfectionism.”

― David M. Burns

“The difference between school and life? In school, you’re taught a lesson and then 

given a test. In life, you’re given a test that 
teaches you a lesson.”

― Tom Bodett

“To insure good health: eat lightly, 
breathe deeply, live moderately, cultivate 
cheerfulness, and maintain an interest in 
life.”  

― William Londen

“Believe in yourself! Have faith in your 
abilities! Without a humble but reasonable 
confidence in your own powers you cannot 
be successful or happy.”

― Norman Vincent Peale

“For I know the plans I have for you,” 
declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you 
and not to harm you, plans to give you 
hope and a future”

― Jeremiah 29:11

“Be strong and courageous. Do not be 
afraid or terrified because of them, for the 
LORD your God goes with you; he will 
never leave you nor forsake you.”

― Deuteronomy 31:6
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powerful weapon: 

Mandela
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The late Nelson Mandela
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One of the International University 
of Management’s graduates was 
awarded a scholarship to do her 

Master’s Degree in Malaysia.
Ruth Ndahambelela Johannes was 

granted a scholarship by the Ministry 
of Education and is currently doing her 
Master of Business Administration in 
Tourism and Leisure Management at 
Limkokwing University in Malaysia.

The Ministry of Education scholarships 
provide accommodation, tuition fees 
and a monthly allowance for a period 
of two years. There are currently over 
83 Namibians studying at Limkokwing 
University.

The Limkokwing campus in Cyberjaya 
is home to 30,000 students from 

nearly 165 countries. Its multicultural 
environment enables both local and foreign 
students to interact and soak up varied             
cultures. 

To ensure that its programmes and 
curricula are of international standing 
and are internationally recognised, the 
University works with an International 
Consortium of Partner Universities 
selected from among the best in their 
respective fields around the world.

Johannes expressed “the resources and 
the facilities are much more efficient. It was 
a milestone to go to a new environment. 
The library, internet and all facilities are all 
different from IUM,” she said. 

According to Ruth, the campus is an 
outstanding landmark in the vicinity. It is 

a spectacular facade, a multi-hued skin 
of sorts, features creative industries, and 
lifestyle activities. 

She added “I urge my fellow Namibians 
to always grab every opportunity they 
get. Never ignore those notices you find 
on boards, they might lead you to an 
opportunity of a lifetime. 

“That is how I ended up in Malaysia. 
Always remember it has nothing to do with 
where one comes from. Anybody can get 
this opportunity.”

Johannes completed her Honours 
Degree in Travel, Tourism, Hospitality and 
Events Management with The International 
University of Management and graduated 
on 26 September 2014 when she came 
home for vacation. 

Global Hub for Management Science and Information Technology

IUM’s 
graduate in 

Malaysia

Ruth Ndahambelela Johannes
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A third year Business Information 
Systems student of the 
International University of 

Management was granted a bursary by the 
Indian High Commission to study in India 
for six months.  

Adreas Iilende received a bursary 
to study at Jamia Hamdard University, 
Okhla, New Delhi for 6 months in Systems 
Analysis. 

The Indian Embassy usually gives 
bursaries under Commonwealth 
programmes sponsored by the Ministry 
of External Affairs. The bursary is 
worth about N$ 165 000 and caters for 
accommodation, food, transport, and any 
other expenses.  

He said “I got such great experience. 
Technology is advanced in India; as a 
matter of fact all facilities are different. I 
really got to experience new things. “

He added “my fellow students all have 
access to information but they are too 
ignorant. It is all about reluctance. We 
browse the internet all the time; however 
we do not see the relevant thing such as 
bursary or scholarship adverts.”

His dream is to go as far as obtaining 
a Doctorate in his field, and major in 
Software Engineering.  Additionally, he 
would like to start a computer school one 
day to help tackle the computer illiteracy 
rate in the country.

Global hub for Management Science and Information TechnologyGlobal Hub for Management Science and Information Technology

IUM 
student in 

India 

Adreas Iilende



The International University of 
Management awarded Honourable 
Andimba Herman Toivo ya Toivo 

the degree of Doctor of Civil Law, Honoris 
Causa on 26 September 2014 at the 10th 
Graduation Ceremony held at Safari Hotel.

Hon. Ya Toivo, a liberation icon, was 
honoured by the whole nation for his 
contribution to the liberation struggle 
of Namibia and the sacrifices he made 
to bring independence. IUM took the 
opportunity to also recognize the role he 
played by awarding him this degree.

He was dressed by Mrs. Virginia 
Namwandi, the Vice-Chancellor, assisted 
by Prof. Earle Taylor, the Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor, and Prof. Monish 
Gunawardana, the Senior Advisor to the 
Governing Council.

In his citation, the Deputy Vice-
Chancellor, Prof. Earle Taylor, indicated 
that Hon.  Toivo ya Toivo deserved the 
award of the Doctorate of Civil Law, first 
and foremost, for being a revolutionary 

and a legendary Namibian. He had 
served Namibia with distinction, ingenuity, 
courage, and exemplary leadership. 

“Hon. Andimba Herman Toivo ya 
Toivo is an illustrious son of Namibia, a 
distinguished member of the community, 
a true servant of the soil, and an admired 
educational revolutionist,” said 

Prof .Taylor.
 It was indeed an emotional moment as 

the Vice-Chancellor gowned and hooded 
him.  The audience stood, watched, and 
cheered the icon. Some ululated, some 
shed tears of joy, and others smiled 
endlessly. 

In his acceptance speech, Hon. Ya 
Toivo said “I am undoubtedly the oldest 
degree recipient today and I originally 
thought you had decided to award me 
for reaching the age of 90, but it has now 
become clear that I am being honoured 
as one of the many who contributed to the 
achievement of Namibia’s independence. I, 
therefore, accept this honour as a symbolic 

representative, as one of the leaders, of 
those men and women, young and old, 
who made it possible for us to enjoy the 
freedom and peace that we are enjoying 
today.”

Hon. Ya Toivo called upon his fellow 
graduates especially the young people, 
to apply the knowledge that they had 
acquired at IUM and the knowledge that 
they might acquire through further studies 
to make the principles of their Supreme 
Law a reality.

“I urge you to adopt goals as to how 
you can contribute to the development of 
our country, and to prepare yourselves, 
through hard work and dedication to our 
people, to become Namibia’s leaders.  
Remember where you come from! I am 
confident that you have what it takes 
to drive Namibia to achieve economic 
independence and the general well-
being of our people, as envisaged by the 
Namibian Constitution,” Hon Ya Toivo 
added.

IUM Awards Hon. Toivo ya 
Toivo an Honorary Doctorate
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Hon. Andimba Toivo ya Toivo being congratulated by the  Vice Chancellor Mrs Virginia Namwandi and Chancellor Bishop 
Episcopus Emeritus Dr. K. Dumeni.



 

OCTOBER 

02-Oct     Academic Staff Training and Development
04-Oct    General Student Assembly
06-Oct     Submission of internally moderated Exam Papers to 
     Chief Exams Officer – Semester 2
9-Oct     Academic Staff Meeting
13-Oct      Final Research Project Submission-January Intake
16-Oct      Academic Staff Training and Development
17-Oct     Admin Staff Meetings
17-Oct     Senate Meeting 
18-Oct      Student Representative Council Elections
20-Oct     Semester CA Marks to students for sign-off
20-24 Oct      Faculties’ Meetings
23-Oct     Academic Staff Meeting
27-Oct      Semester CA Marks Finalised
29-Oct      Executive Committee Meeting
30-Oct      Academic Staff Training and Development
30-Oct      Teaching ends – semester 2
31-Oct      Governing Council Meeting
31-Oct       Revision Day Semester 2

NOVEMBER
3 – 19 Nov     Final Exams Semester 2
17 – 21 Nov             Supplementary Exams: Preparatory Programme
14-Nov     Admin Staff Meetings
14-Nov      Draft Research Project /Thesis Proposals 
Submitted -      June Intake
26-Nov      Executive Committee Meeting

DECEMBER
01-Dec      Start of ABE Exams Semester 2
05-Dec     End of ABE Exams Semester 2
10-Dec      Public Holiday: Namibian Women’s Day
12-Dec     Academic Year Ends
12-Dec     Staff Duties Officially End

ACADEMIC CALENDAR –2014 (CONT’D.)

October – December 
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Contact Details

HEAD OFFICE: DORADO 
PARK CAMPUS

Tel: 061-433 6000
Fax: 061-466 6152

Email: ium@ium.edu.na

WINDHOEK CITY CAM-
PUS

Tel: 061-245 150
Fax: 061-248 112

Email: ium@ium.edu.na

WALVIS BAY CAMPUS
Tel: 064-206 647
Fax: 064-206 647

Email: adm.wbay@ium.edu.na

SWAKOPMUND CAMPUS
Tel: 064-400 106
Fax: 064-400 106

Email: adm.swk@ium.edu.na

ONGWEDIVA CAMPUS
Tel: 065-230 145
Fax: 065-230 159

Email: adm.ong@ium.edu.na

NKURENKURE CAMPUS
Kavango West

Email: admin.nku@ium.na

Website: www.ium.edu.na

As a University we offer Bachelor Honours Degrees, Non Degree, Masters and other Postgraduate Diplomas in 
various disciplines. IUM is an NQA fully accredited world-class Management University determined to develop 
innovative knowledge workers and researchers. We focus mainly on areas of Management:
L  Bachelor Honours  Degree in Business  Administration
LBachelor Honours  Degree in Finance Administration
LBachelor Honours  Degree in Marketing Management
L Bachelor Honours  Degree in Small Business Management
LBachelor Honours  Degree in Human Resource Development
L  Bachelor Honours  Business Information Systems 
LBachelor Honours   Digital Communication and Technology 
L Bachelor Honours   HIV/AIDS Management 
LBachelor Honours   Travel, Tourism and Hospitality.

NEW PROGRAMMES FOR 2015
L Bachelor  Degree in Risk Management and Insurance
LBachelor  of  Nursing Science Honours
LBachelor  in  Public Policy and Management Honours
LBachelor  in  Education-Educational  Leadership, Management and Policy Honours 
L Master  of  Business Administration ( Specialization : Management, Human Resources, Finance, Marketing)
LMaster  in  Educational Leadership, Management  and Policy
L Master  in  Public Policy and Management
L Master  of  Science in Tourism and Hospitality Management
LMaster  of  Science in  Information Technology

REGISTER NOW
Admission 2015


